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ABSTRACT: As the vast amount of digital data is available and generated by most of the industries. To make 
use of such vast amount of data in critical decision making, Predictive analytics needs to perform on it. In the 
recent years Big Data Predictive Analytics (BDPA) is being a popularly used Technology to extract knowledge 
from huge data, addressing the many dimensions in all the industries. At this point of view, an attempt is 
made to understand the things happening around BDPA and its impact shown on businesses. This paper 
contributes in investigating the research carried out by observing current and past trends on BDPA from the 
last ten years and applying Machine Learning Algorithms in BDPA. Additionally, a standard reference model 
is developed. To provides a way to research in BDPA, finally list out the few challenges and issues of BDPA. 
The research carried out throughout the paper helps in providing the road map to the researchers in the area 
of BDPA.   

Keywords: Big Data, Predictive Analytics, Machine Learning Algorithm, Decision Making.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Big data is often cut down to a few varieties of data 

generated by machines, people, and organizations.  

Machine-generated data referred to the data generated 

from real-time sensors and industrial machinery or 

vehicles, personal health trackers, among many other 

sense data sources. Human-generated data referred to 

the vast amount of social media data, status updates, 

tweets, photos, and videos. Whereas Organization 

generated data, referred to more traditional types of 

data, including transaction information databases and 

structure data often stored in data warehouses. Big data 

can be structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. 

The real value from big data will come from integrating 

different types of data sources and analyzing them at 

scale. Modelling, Managing, and integrating diverse 

streams can improve business and add value to big data 

even before analyzing it. Modelling and Managing big 

data is focusing on the dimensions of scale availability 

and considering the challenges associated with these 

dimensions. Volume, variety, and velocity are the main 

dimensions of big data. Huge amounts of data in 

different formats and varying quality which must be 

processed quickly, veracity refers to the biases, noise, 

and abnormality in data, or the immeasurable certainty is 

in the truthfulness and trustworthiness of data, and 

valence refers to the connectedness of big data. The 

goal of data modelling is to explore the nature of data 

formally so that one can figure out what kind of storage 

is needed, and what kind of processing one can do on it. 

The goal of data management is to figure out what kind 

of infrastructure support does one need for the data. For 

example, does an environment need to keep multiple 

replicas of the data? Does it need to do statistical 

computation with the data? These operational 

requirements help anyone to choose the right system. 

The process involved behind producing all the products 

of different companies used in daily life into goods and 

services is called operations. Most of the organizations 

invest lots of revenue on human resource to perform 

such operations. Operation Management (OM) is critical 

for any organization, as it involves in effective decision 

making in the areas like strategic operation 

management, product design, supply chain 

management, Quality Management.  As we all know 

that, in recent years, Big Data Predictive Analytics 

(BDPA) is being a popularly used Technology to extract 

knowledge from massive data, addressing the many 

dimensions in all the industries. At this point of view, an 

attempt is made to understand the things happening 

around BDPA and its impact shown on businesses. 

The amount of data generated from different objects is 

increasing exponentially. All of this data can provide new 

insights into consumer understanding perceptively. 

Today the consumers can make use of an online 

platform like Face-book, Twitter, and micro blogs to give 

their feedback on a particular product. Which is in 

unstructured format? This data helps in getting a 360-

degree view of a customer. The patterns and behaviour 

of the customer across social media are analyzed and 

make it ready for a specific need. BDPA can bring data 

into the hands of decision-makers very quickly. The real-
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time data are enabling the marketers in interacting with 

the customers. This Technology can be easily adaptable 

to the industry faster. The Different dimensions of Big 

Data. The Fig.1 addresses different dimensions of data 

like, Volume: Large range and pure volume of data is 

itself a big challenge. Variety: Data captured in diverse 

forms like text, email, tweets, blogs, and business 

transactions. Veracity: data quality, Velocity: rate of 

growth in data. 

Variability: constantly and rapidly changing, Visualize: 

representing knowledge more instinctively and 

effectively, interactively. Value: high-valued data, 

Volatility: To determine the point of the data, from which 

it is no longer relevant to the present analysis. It is 

necessary to address a different kind of technologies 

and the associated prototypes involving text data, from 

the text data [1]. Extracting features like scenario 

concepts from futuristic data in textual documents by 

applying the algorithm, text mining, and latent semantic 

analysis [2]. A knowledge-based solution for automatic 

schema mapping can manage the data heterogeneity [3] 

using Automatic ontology extraction and semantic 

inference for novel Big Data analytics (BDA). 

Fig. 2 represents the amount of research carried out on 

dimensional of Big Data concerning the number of 

publications year rise from 1996 to 2016. Big Data 

attributes are classified into five-dimensional densities 

[4]. They are: Sending density, Content density, 

transferring density, purpose density, and receiving 

density with a different perspective. Based on data 

behaviour, big data models are classified into five 

different models, the dimensions are as follows: ToD = 

{tod1, tod2, tod3…todn} represents when the data 

occurred (Time of Data) timestamp for each data 

incident, SoD = {sod1, sod2, sod3..sodn}  represents 

where the data come from (Source of Data) Twitter, 

Facebook etc, CoD = {cod1, cod2, cod3…codn} 

represents what data contain (content of Data) Likes, 

comments from Facebook, Tweets from Twitter, MoT = 

{mot1, mot2, mot3…motn} represents how the data is 

transferred (Mode of Transfer) by Internet, phone, email, 

EoD = {eod1, eod2, eod3…eodn} represents why data 

occurred (Event of Data) posting photo, posting 

comment, RoD = {rod1, rod2, rod3…rodn} Represents 

who received data (Receiver of data) follower on Twitter, 

Face book friend. Thereby each data incident can be 

defined as a node: 

 

Fig. 1. Dimensions of Big Data. 

 

Fig. 2. Amount of research carried out on Big Data Dimensions. 
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                         f(tod, sod, mot, eod, rod)                     (1) 

Therefore, all data incidents in equation 1 in the T time 

slot are represented as a set F, which contains number 

n incidences, and so can be defined as: 

                          F = (f1, f2, .fn)                              (2)
 

F contains all the incident nodes within a certain time 

period. For example, during the 2014 (ToD) FIFA World 

Cup Final (EoD) between Germany and Argentina, there 

were 280 million Facebook interactions including posts, 

comments (CoD) and likes across 88 million Face book 

(SoD) users. Twitter users also sent 618,725 messages 

(MoD) per minute at the moment of Germany’s victory 

[5]. For a particular incident node where sod =d, cod = a, 

mot = b, eod = g and rod = e, the incident node can then 

be represented as f(t, sod(d),cod(a),mot(b),eod(g), 

rod(e)). A subset F(t,d,a,b,g,e) that contains all the 

particular incident nodes f(t, sod(d),cod(a), mot(b), 

eod(g), rod(e)) is therefore using equation 1 and 

equation 2. 
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In the next stage of the data, to prove the big data 
showed positive impact [6]. The Big Data phenomenon 
has shown an impact on business intelligence [7]. In our 
study, discussion continues on the importance of Deep 
learning and the problems of it concerning Big Data 
Analytics. Big data analytics with deep learning and also 
addressed how the data acquisition, storage, 
management, and analysis are related with performing 
analytics on big data using Deep Learning [8]. Utilizing 
Deep Learning concept for addressing some crucial 
problems: like Memory and input-output overhead in Big 
Data Analytics. To choose the right platform for Big Data 
Analytics listed out and classified Big Data Analytics 
Platforms accordingly to their level of support for 
personalization [9].improvement in the decision-making 
capabilities in Big Data Analysis and to understand the 
concurrency workflow. The 3As Data Quality-in-Use 
model is to understand the nature of data in a distributed 
environment [10]. Similarly, a real-time and energy-
efficient, resource scheduling, and optimization 
framework also needed [11]. The Excellent visualization 
of an unlimited  number of concurrent jobs and its nature 
of workflows in a distributed environment address in 
[12]. The researchers and decision makers are using 
most productive manner a systematic review on “Big 
Data” [13]. 
This paper contributes to investigating the research 

carried out by observing current and past trends on 

BDPA from the last ten years in the area of modern 

operations management (OM). Additionally, a standard 

reference model is developed to provide a way to 

research BDPA in OM, finally listing the few challenges 

and issues alone with applications of BDPA in OM.   

II. METHODOLOGY 

In the way of propose a common framework for deriving 
knowledge from social networks using Big Data 
Analytics. A reference architectural framework for Big 

Data Analytics proposed that helps in understanding the 
role of machine learning in analytics [14]. Similarly, a 
framework for data mining based big data analytics [15].  
For evaluating the Business data science model , use 
cases are necessary in  big data solution reference 
architecture [16]. 
To understand the steps involved in Big Data Analytics, 

an extensive review on different steps of Big Data 

Analytics, like how the data can be stored, managed, 

processed, analyzed, visualized and verified the quality 

of data [17]. Here five ways to collect and drive your 

data to get more value out of it: Social Network Analysis, 

Click stream Data, Video Analytics, Machine Data, and 

Transactional Data. In this paper, we concentrate on 

Social Network Analysis using BDPA [18]. In Figure 3, a 

standard reference model is proposed based on the 

literature review made. The details of the proposed 

Methodology are discussed in the next sections.  

A. Data Collection 
In which, we need to collect data from different sources. 

Possible approaches for data collection which is 

accepted by the technology vendors in the industry [19]. 

All the Data centres are considered as Nodes and their 

respective communication paths as edges. Next step is 

to find out a common model to retrieve data [20] from 

different data sources, optimizing the communication 

path between different big data machines and sources. 

A novel semantic-based approach to support the data 

collection at different speed using Data retrieval model 

[21].  

B. Business Requirements 
There are a variety of reasons predictive analytics 

campaigns fail to meet their goals: G1: Lack of realistic 

and measurable goals. G2: Inadequate infrastructure. 

G3: inconsistent data preservation, usually caused by 

poor communication. G4: Failure to maintain strict user 

permissions. So, the possible solutions addressed to 

meet the goals in Big Data predictive Analytics are S1: 

Structuring Big Data Properly. S2: Communicating Data 

Strategy to your Team. The details steps involved in 

achieving our solutions are as follows: 

C. Structuring Big Data Properly 
The process of Structuring the Big Data properly 

involves three necessary steps. They are as follows: 

Step1: one should rank data according to its importance 
[22]. Several keys attributed, that one should evaluate in 
selecting the best measure for the particular domain. 
Step2: Data needs to be preserved in a structure that 
allows for scalability [23]. Family of Hash-based 
scalable, distributed data structure. Step3: Data need to 
be easily extracted in real-time [24]. Data processing 
procedures for the analysis of quantitative real-time data 
are needed. Communicating Data Strategy to Your 
Team: The final process of setting up is to predictive 
analytics system is getting everyone on board, as the 
truth is that data is structured around human users. It 
should be presented in a format that everyone can 
understand and make the best use of it. A model that 
translating the analysis into decision making for 
intelligent business [25]. 
Data Preprocessing. In the pre-processing stage, the 

huge data needs to be cleaned, before loading it into the 

cluster of computers. Different steps for data processing, 

such as data capture, data storage, data analysis, and 

data visualization [26] is necessary in capturing the 
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insight from the regular data patterns. A change point 

analysis, correlation analysis, and Monte Carlo 

simulation can be used in removing the unwanted data 

in the pre-processing stage [27].  

 

 

 

Fig. 3. A Methodology. 

D. Big Data Analytics Platform 
Data processing is a do-or-die requirement for 

businesses today. There are many Big Data software 

out there. Many of them promise to save you money, 

time, and help you find never-before-seen insights. 

Although that may be true, navigating the internet for the 

possible best software can be difficult when there are 

numerous choices to select from diverse sources. The 

following are some of the most popular Big Data 

software we found: (Note: * in Table 1 represents, rating 

of the platform concerning specific domain) Scalability: 

Is a measure of the system handling a growing amount 

of workload capably. Reliable: Is a measure of the user 

to show the degree of dependency on data. Fault 

Tolerance: A system can work efficiently even when one 

or more components get failed to function. User-

Friendly: Degree of human willingness to work with the 

environment, Data Latency: Measure of Delay in terms 

of data processing. Analytics: Level of support for 

decision making on massive data. Visibility: Is a 

measure of the degree of support provided for Data 

Visualization. It is not possible to qualify the significance 

of particular software with a general scenario. It is only 

possible with a specific application. From Table 1, one 

can select the Big Data platform. Table. 2 helps the 

researchers for selecting Map Reduce platform based 

on attributes like an Analytical DBMS: which data 

structure is used to represent data, In-memory DBMS: 

Where the active data resides either in memory or I/O, 

Stream-analysis is supported or not, Hadoop distribution 

is implemented or not, which plays a prominent role in 

performing Predictive Analytics on Big Data. The 

selection of technologies for Big Data Analytics, [28] 

facilitating architecture design. To rank the Big Data 
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Platforms based on latency. A review on current 

researches on low latency at different system levels in 

Big Data Platforms [29]. A deep Comparison of the 

major machine learning frameworks listed in Table 2 

[30]. For test the feasibility and efficiency of proposed 

system architecture, Implementation on Hadoop single 

node setup on UBUNTU 14.04 LTS core™i5 machine 

with 3.2 GHz processor and 4 GB memory. To 

understand the way the task is processed in Big Data 

platforms [31]. A distributed K-means algorithm based 

on Map-Reduce model, where the big vocabulary tree is 

divided into many sub-trees [32]. A hybrid algorithm for 

many-tasks computing used in Big Data processing 

platforms [33]. An algorithm Meta-Map-Reduce helps in 

reducing the time complexity in exchanging the 

intermediate vital values when the number of machines 

is increased compared to single machine [34]. 

 

Table 1: Survey on Big Data Platforms. 

Name Scalable Reliable Fault 
tolerance 

User 
Friendly 

Data 
Latency 

Analytics Visibility 
 

Apache 
Hadoop 

***** **** ** ** * * * 

Apache 
Spark 

*** *** **** *** ** * * 

Apache 
Storm 

**** *** **** **** ** * ** 

Apache 
Flink 

*** *** ***** *** **** ** ** 

Attivio *** *** *** *** **** **** ***** 

Splunk *** *** *** *** **** *** ***** 
Samza *** *** *** *** **** *** ***** 
DataPlay *** *** *** *** **** *** ***** 

Sap Hana *** *** *** *** **** ***** ***** 
Bottlenose *** *** *** *** **** *** ***** 

E. Machine Learning Algorithms 
The next step in our study is to find different ways, how 

to apply Machine Learning Algorithms in Big Data 

Predictive Analytics. Supporting to that, we have 

reviewed research work [35]. In which, a survey on 

Machine learning techniques like Deep learning and 

Active learning. Need to have Comparisons with two 

distributed learning algorithms Apriori algorithm and 

Frequent Pattern Growth algorithm focused on 

improvements of associative classification of Big Data  

accuracy [36]. A series of random forest models in 

training the new instance of data using K Fold cross-

validation method [37]. Artificial Neural Network model 

was accomplished with the back-propagation approach 

in predicting bead geometry using MAT LAB programs 

[38]. In a way to understand the implementation details 

of applying Machine Learning algorithms, we started 

with Support Vector Machine, which is used for 

classification. Next, list out the limitations and find the 

appropriate algorithms which better suits for real-time 

internet data. 

Table 2: Survey on Platforms of Big Data Analytics. 

Analytics Platform Analytical DBMS  In-Memory DBMS  Stream-Analysis  Hadoop Distribution 
Cloudera  Cloudera Impala Apache Spark Cloudera Standard, 

Cloudera Enterprise 
Hadoop include 
Storm 

Amazon  
 

Amazon Relational 
Database Service 

Altibase, SAP 
Hana,  ScaleOut 

Amazon Elastic 
MapReduce 

Amazon Kinesis 

Horton -works 
 

SQL querying on top of 
Hadoop 

Apache Spark  
 

HDP for Windows, 
Hortonworks Sandbox 

Hadoop include 
Storm 

Pivotal  
 

Greenplum 
 

GemFire  
 

Hadoop and Spring 
XD 

Pivotal HD 

SAP -Hana SAP Hana, SAP IQ  
 

SAP Hana  
 

Event Stream 
Processing 

Cloudera and MapR 

Support Vector Machine: Given a training sample set of 

input-output pairs 

                
mRixnynxyx ∈),,(...,),........1,1(                 (4) 

The 2D point in the hyper-plane is described as equation 

4 when Binary Classification has used the values of y 

coordinates may be as equation 5. 

                      
}{ niyi ,...1,1,1 =−∈                           (5) 

Limitations of Support Vector Machine: 

1. The final decision separating hyper-plane is located 

right in the middle of the parallel hyper-planes, which 

leaves the prior information within the classes. 

2. Do not take the compelling advantage of prior data 

distributed information. 

Overcome the limitation of Support Vector Machine, A 

novel algorithm called Structural Regularized Support 

Vector Machine [39].   

F. Data Mining Techniques Currently Used In Social 
Network Analysis 
To try, on the process of data analysis knowledge 

discovery in databases from the platform Data mining 
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[40]. Apriori algorithm is the well known best association 

rule mining procedure to mine involvement rules, which 

utilize a breadth-first search plan to count the support of 

item sets and take advantage of the downward closure 

assets of sustain [41]. To bring in a multiple walk plans 

to process the raw "Big Data" into dense time series that 

is superiorly matched for regression and causality 

scrutiny. Finally, attempts to apply the relationship rule 

and Link forecast related to triadic copyright filed during 

the era from 1955 to 2011 [42]. A tool that assists in 

terms mining from unstructured data storages [43]. To 

search the appropriate Data Mining Techniques 

currently used in Social Network Analysis [44].  

Fig. 4 is listing out all the techniques used to extract 

knowledge in Social Area Network. 

G. NoSQL Databases 
In the selection of NoSQL Databases to be considered 
for Analytics, an investigative study on BASE features of 
some of NoSQL databases., HBase, Voldemort, 
Cassandra, and MongoDB [45]. Different NoSQL 
databases used by social networking sites Twitter, 
Facebook, Whatsup, and Orkut. The NoSQL database 
sublevels are used in social networking sites [46]. which 
are listed in Table [3]. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Data Mining Techniques in Social Network Analysis. 

Table 3: Survey on No-SQL Databases. 

Social Networking Areas NoSQL Databases 

Myspace MongoDB (MDB) 
Twitter Cassandra (CSD), HBase 

(HB) 
LinkedIn MDB, HB 

Flickr MDB 

Friendfeed HB, CSD 
Foursquare MDB, CSD 
Facebook HB, CSD 
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H. Knowledge Extraction 
In the Knowledge Discovery process, we focus more on 

extracting valuable data that lead to better analytics. It is 

essential to have a higher degree of relationship between 

the selected independent attributes. As the start of our 

research work, we focus on Static forecasting Methods. 

                                 
SFTLsD *)( +=

             
              (6) 

L=Estimate of Level at t=0, T=Estimate of Trend, SF= 

Seasonal Fluctuations, Ds = Actual demand observed in 

period t, Ft = forecast of demand for period t. In a static 

forecasting method, the forecast in period t for demand in 

period t +1 is given by 

                          
[ ] 1)1(1 +++=+ tTtLtF              (7) 

Considering, Periodicity (P) is the number of periods after 

which the seasonal cycle. We derive the following 

equations. 
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Equation 8 represents Demand when p is odd. 
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Equation 9 represents Demand when p is even. With the 

help of equation 8 and equation 9, we can forecast the 

demand for a particular product by considering time. Next 

is to focus on how to perform analytics on online 

consumer reviews. Sentiment mining approach for big 

data analytics for Sorting and Classification of online 

consumer reviews data [47]. 

I. Data Visualization 
The final step is to find out the right tool to Visualize 

predictive data obtained from the previous step. The 

ability of augmented reality and virtual reality could be 

applied to the field of BDV. As part of our study work, we 

try to plot the rules formed using Apriori algorithm on 

data-set having 13 attributes and 45,000 observations on 

R Platform using packages (rules and rules viz) [48]. 

To interpret Fig. 5 we give: Support(s) is an indication of 

how frequently the item-set appears in the database, 

Confidence is an indication of how often the rule is true, 

confidences as  

                
)(

)(
)(

xs

yxs
yxconfidence

∪
=⇒                           (10) 

and lift as 

                         
)()(

)(
)(

ysxs

yxs
yxLift

×

∪
=⇒             (11) 

where X and Y are attributes of Data-set. 

To choose the right tool for data Visualization based on 

their objective with its specific advantages. Although 

equipped with six kinds of the chart, open-source library 

Chart.js is the ideal BDV tool. They are using HTML 5 

canvas elements to make charts. Raw lets users make 

vector-based BDV. Dy graphs extremely adjustable 

works in major browsers, and you can even touch to 

zoom on mobile devices. Zing Chart offers over 100 chart 

types to fit our data. Wolfram Alpha is excellent at 

astutely put on view charts in response to data queries 

without the requirement for any pattern. 

 

Fig. 5. Visualization with R. 

Visually proposes a simple test for building dramatic data 

representations. Fusion Charts approach with a full 

JavaScript API that makes it simple to put together it with 

any AJAX application or JavaScript structure. These 

visualizations are incredibly interactive, customizable, 

and work across all devices and platforms. jqPlot is an 

excellent solution for line and point charts. R A statistical 

package used to parse large data sets. Weka is a tool 

used for classifying and clustering data based on 

features that help to explore data. 

J. Challenges 
Challenges and Issues related to Big Data Predictive 

Analytics make all the researchers be aware and grow 

along with the problems. This is associated with obtaining 

data from diverse sources and storing. A conservatory to 

the data warehouse model, knowledge warehouse (KW) 

designed that will facilitate in the coding of knowledge, 

also improve the recovery and allocation of knowledge 

across the businesses [49]. Data Mining and cleaning 

this is associated with taking out and clean data from a 

collected group of the extensive range of unstructured 

data. As Big-Data has often been strident, unreliable, 

varied, dynamic; in this context, these kindnesses do not 

apply to non-relational, databases without schema. The 

introduction to using time data, analysis, and modelling is 

the key elements considered in the development of 

transportation preparation methodologies [50]. This 

makes data understandable for the end-users. The data 

analysis and modelling results are obtainable to the 

decision-makers to understand the findings for extracting 

sense and information. BD masquerade big privacy worry 

and how to protect privacy in the digital era is a great 

challenge. Significant investments are made in BD 

projects to provide privacy at the agreement level. It was 

not appropriately addressed, then the occurrence of BD 

will not receive many receipts globally. Securing BD has 

distinctive challenges that are not deeply different from 

the current data. As BD is continually growing, 

organizations have their plans to perceive data 

governance as a possible advance to collateral the data 

quality, humanizing, and vital information, maintaining its 

value as a means of the organizational asset.  
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Data and Information Sharing needs to be unbiased and 

controlled to capitalize on its effect, as this will facilitate 

organizations in establishing secure connections and 

harmonization with their business partners. The 

continually increasing data in all dissimilar forms have led 

to an increasing insist for BD processing in complicated 

data centres. Need of evaluating the contact of protection 

plan and the networks component of BD and its 

availability on the operational cost [51]. 

K. Applications of Big Data 
Different application areas, where BDPA can be applied 

successfully are, Businesses, Internet of Things, Health 

care, Science and Engineering, other fields in the future. 

Business: The origins of big data applications and its 
current trends with Quantitative study of trends in 
publications related to analytical, to help firms build the 
strategy to combine knowledge from both marketing and 
big data domains [52]. A new approach, which is used 
text mining to afford further detail on key sector product 
cells [53].  Identified and visualized trends and patterns 
that can have insightful results on complete business 
performance [54]. 
Health-care: The potential of big data in emergency 
medicine research is identified and detailed survey [55] 
helps the researcher in identifying the recent trends in the 
field of Health care. Similarly, historical health data, is 
used in assesses the medical Quality of service using a 
new healthcare-specific analytical [56]. Considered 
health care as an application area and made a review of 
Big data and one health [57].  
Agriculture: The threat to food security for each people 
and essential needs if increasing food productivity by 
conventional agricultural methods [58]. The road map to 
get rid of poverty [59] helps to get ready for the food 
poverty period. The food production needs to be doubled 
in the next decade to solve the poverty problem [60]. 
Conventional agriculture methods in providing food 
security for each people [61].  
Operational Management: A Data Mining methodology 
in identifying risk factors of incident narratives. In which, 
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) was used in transforming 
narrative to contemporary weights based on patterns of 
co-occurrences in the narratives by using A data 
streaming model in training the classifiers [62].  In the 
experiment performed, the classifier generates 88% of 
accuracy in identifying the risk factors in order to reduce 
the impact of data quality on economic and social factor. 
A Framework can improve the quality of data, for the 
consumer perspective by capturing the aspects of data 
quality [63]. 
In the research of operational Management (OM),  
making use of Google Scholar searches using primary 
keywords such as "big data, data-driven, data analytics," 
supplemented by secondary keywords like "operations," 
"operational," "management," "marketing," "optimization." 
In making the human activities automation in the field of 
OM, Why not Data science can be combined with all the 
activities of OM [64], focused on five factors, i.e., (Data 
Collection, Data Storage, Data Processing, Data 
Analysis, and Reporting) in making the OM activities 
automation. Similarly, the services of the Big Data can 
also be transformed into OM.  model to enhance the 
experience of customer-interaction in providing services 
in data collection from different sources [65].   Attempt a 
discussion on Big data innovation cycle [66]. 
All the key operation challenge is being facing in network-

based professional service organizations, towards 

building effective network capabilities in a global context. 

Identified three case analyses include [67]: 

a) Deploying dispersed resources 
b) Integrating network activities 
c) Knowledge management. 

User comments on online social media could help the 

firms in enhancing various applications such as stock 

investment, acquisition, customer relationship 

management (CRM) and proposed a parallel aspect-

oriented sentiment analysis algorithm capable in mining 

consumer sentiments from social media [68].  
Others. Developing Construction waste management by 

mining the 2,212,026 ravage disposal records produced 
from 5764 projects in two successive years of 2011 and 
2012 [69]. Similarly, a study to develop a BD based 
platform to classify, collect, and store data about workers 
unsafe behaviour that is derived from a metro 
construction project [70]. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The contributions made in the paper are:  recognized the 

study carried out in the field of Big Data Predictive 

Analytics (BDPA), and the researcher in future should be 

aware of these and interpret the information provided 

along with the context of limitation. This research work 

can provide the right direction to the researcher, towards 

understanding the challenges in handling the BigData. 

There are other challenges left out that needs to be 

addressed in the next publication. As a Future scope, a 

connection needs to be established between the 

theoretical concept and different associated areas of 

research related to BDPA. 
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